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Project Name / josephgiles.com
Client / Joseph Giles

Input: Solo Design + Team Build

Running on WordPress and WooCommerce with a 
product area controlled and maintained by a complex 
ERP system built in Python. The site takes live information 
from the ERP allowing registered users to access pricing 
by region, stock levels and shipping estimates.

Currently the site is in phase 01, phase 02 will involve the 
site becoming a full e-commerce solution.



Project Name / josephgiles.com
Client / Joseph Giles



Project Name / Selected EShots
Client / Joseph Giles

Input: Solo Design + Build

Examples of weekly EShots for Joseph Giles to promote new products, services, collections and collaborations.

Each EShot was designed, assembled and delivered to a targeted audience using a variety of Marketing Automation Systems.



Project Name / 
Print Advertising
Client / Joseph Giles

Input: Solo Design + Artwork

A selection of adverts for Joseph Giles featured in high end 
interior design, lifestyle and architectural press, including; 
Architect’s Journal, Chelsea Harbour Journal, Country and 
Town House, Design Et Al and RIBA Directory.



Project Name / Print Advertising
Client / Joseph Giles

Solid brass door hardware.
Made in Britain.

+44 (0)20 8680 2602   |   www.josephgiles.com

Door handles are the 
handshake of the building.
Make sure it’s a good one.

+44 (0)20 8680 2602   |   www.josephgiles.com

JG_DP1053_Handshake_Interior_Design_Magazine_FINAL.indd   1JG_DP1053_Handshake_Interior_Design_Magazine_FINAL.indd   1 19/07/2022   08:2219/07/2022   08:22

Joseph Giles holistic solutions from brass now incorporate fittings and accessories for doors, 
windows, lighting, stairs, electrical, bathrooms, showers... the list continues to grow.

Products for every room.  

Beautiful
Practicality

+44 (0)20 8680 2602   |   www.josephgiles.com



Project Name / Photo Book
Client / Joseph Giles

Input: Solo Design + Artwork

This book was designed as a showcase featuring some Joseph 
Giles’ most prestigious and glamorous projects showing their high 
end architectural hardware in situ, in all their glory.

An initial run of 5000 copies were printed for distribution to clients, 
potential customers and to international distributors.
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Project Name / Year Book
Client / Joseph Giles

Input: Solo Design + Artwork

A year book was put together to review the rather difficult year 
of 2020. The year was actually a very good for Joseph Giles with 
many new product launches, and new key appointments within the 
organisation, this publication celebrated the success and offered 
thanks to the client base.

A run of several thousand copies were printed and distributed to UK 
bases clients and potential customers.



Project Name / Year Book
Client / Joseph Giles
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Client / Joseph Giles



Project Name / envosystems.com
Client / ENVO Solutions

Input: Solo Design 

Designed to run on WordPress and WooCommerce, this site is 
the virtual shop window for ENVO Solutions and was built by the 
very talented Built By Ecko.

The website allows users to put together a shopping list which is 
then emailed to ENVO to get the ball rolling, however everything 
is in place for this to become a full e-commerce site when ready.



Project Name / Mini Brochure
Client / ENVO Solutions

Input: Solo Design + Artwork

As a new brand in a crowed marketplace, ENVO Solutions needed to 
be at the top of their game immediately.

All ENVO Solutions’s competitors have a much less considered, 
more building site friendly approach, however ENVO’s products are 
aimed at more exclusive clientele, and therefore a highly designed 
and highly finished product was essential to be taken seriously.

This “mini” brochure was printed at 150mm x 150mm square for use 
at trade shows.



Project Name / Mini Brochure
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Project Name / Brand Guidelines
Client / Thomsons Online Benefits

Input: Solo Design + Branding + Artwork

Complete reworking of Thomsons Brand, bringing 
the company profile up to date with a fresher, look 
and feel, and making the brand more approachable, 
more grown up and look less like a ‘start-up’.

This rebrand consisted of a new design language, a 
new icon library, illustration style and photography 
style which impacts on all printed and digital 
media, and all other materials used internally and 
externally by Thomsons.
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Project Name / Brand Guidelines
Client / Thomsons Online Benefits



Project Name / GEBW Whitepaper
Client / Thomsons Online Benefits

Input: Solo Design + Artwork

Whitepaper produced for Thomsons Online Benefits on the subject 
of Employee Benefits based on enormous amounts of research 
conducted throughout the year.

Initially produced to be circulated as a PDF, however a short run print 
version was also produced.



Project Name / GEBW Whitepaper
Client / Thomsons Online Benefits

6   |   www.thomsons.com 

What creates loyalty?

"I would recommend 
my employer to a 

friend"

"I have a positive 
experience at work"

"I am proud to work 
for my company"

Those who say ‘my benefits meet my needs’ are also 23% more likely to put in 
discretionary effort than those that say benefits don’t meet their needs. Although 
the impact of well-delivered benefits on productivity is a great advantage for 
employers, clearly benefits have more of an impact on engagement.

A right-sized, well-designed and well-executed benefits 
strategy can provide tangible results for organizations 
in the form of higher engaged, motivated, loyal and 
productive employees.

In order to test this thesis, we compared the group of employees who said ‘my benefits 
meet my needs’ to those who said they didn’t – to assess if there was a difference in how 
much they agreed with a range of  statements to measure their engagement.

The power of benefits
Those employees who said ‘my benefits meet my needs’ were twice as likely to agree 
with the following statements:

more likely to 
recommend employer 

to a friend

46%

Expectations vs reality: the widening gap in global benefits   |   13    

20% 40% 60% 0 

Industry

80% 80% 60% 40% 20% 0

  Financial services

  Other

  Manufacturing, engineering and construction Energy and utilities   Healthcare and pharmaceuticals

  Professional services   Retail, leisure and hospitality   Technology

Long and short-term goals of employees Goals supported by employer 

37% of retail 
employers are not 

supporting this need 
compared to only 
19% of technology 

employers.

31% of 
healthcare 

employers are not 
supporting this need 
compared to only 5% 
of energy and utility 

employers.

Buying a house

Saving for a holiday

Saving for  children/ 
family costs (e.g. 
childcare, school 

fees etc.)

Being fit and  
healthy

Achieving a better 
work-life balance

Improve mental 
wellbeing

Saving for retirement

Figure 5. Employees’ long and short-terms goals vs. employers that support them per sector
 The below outlines the differences between employee needs and whether they are met in seven industries. It is clear 

that there is a real consistency of needs for employees across sectors. However, there is a slight difference in the needs 
of employees in the technology and energy industries, where employees feel their work-like balance is better supported 
than others. What’s more, employees in the retail sector are less likely to have their needs catered for.

42% of retail 
employers are not 

supporting this need 
compared to only 23% 

of energy and utility 
employers.

Expectations vs reality: the widening gap in global benefits   |   9    

Nature of 
your role548

say highly 
impacts loyalty

41
say somewhat 
impacts loyalty

11
say doesn’t 

impact loyalty

% % %

Salary157
say highly 

impacts loyalty

31
say somewhat 
impacts loyalty

11
say doesn’t 

impact loyalty

% % %

Professional 
development350

say highly 
impacts loyalty

36
say somewhat 
impacts loyalty

14
say doesn’t 

impact loyalty

% % %

Career 
opportunities252

say highly 
impacts loyalty

34
say somewhat 
impacts loyalty

14
say doesn’t 

impact loyalty

% % %

Figure 2. Employees rank factors influencing their loyalty

Benefits350
say highly 

impacts loyalty

36
say somewhat 
impacts loyalty

14
say doesn’t 

impact loyalty

% % %

The colleagues 
you work with7

37
say highly 

impacts loyalty

% 47
say somewhat 
impacts loyalty

% 16
say doesn’t 

impact loyalty

%

Company 
culture6

42
say highly 

impacts loyalty

% 43
say somewhat 
impacts loyalty

% 15
say doesn’t 

impact loyalty

%

Convenience  of 
getting to work8

42
say highly 

impacts loyalty

% 44
say somewhat 
impacts loyalty

% 14
say doesn’t 

impact loyalty

%



Project Name / GEBW Whitepaper
Client / Thomsons Online Benefits

16   |   www.thomsons.com 

Employers 
should consider 
governmental 

retirement support 
in each office 

location.

  “I want financial support outside of 
        salary and retirement”

  “I don’t want financial support outside of 
        salary and retirement”

Latin America
27

73

North America
50
50

%
%

%
%

Europe
54

46
%

%

Asia Pacific
23

77
%

%

54
Africa

46
%

%

For example in 
Europe there are 

more countries with 
state support, so there 

could be potentially less 
employees looking for 

more support.  

Financial 
support varies 

in different 
markets.  

Figure 7. Need for financial support per region
 This diagram shows the same data set as figure 6, 

but split by region to see whether opinions change 
depending on where the employee is based.

Middle East
23

77
%

%
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Thomsons Online Benefits is a SaaS provider of global employee benefits and 
employee engagement software. It is a wholly owned subsidiary of Mercer, a global 
consulting leader in advancing health, wealth and career. Mercer is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Marsh & McLennan Companies (NYSE: MMC). 

Thomsons’ award-winning platform, Darwin™, is the global market leader for 
automated employee benefits administration. With over 1 million worldwide 
users, Darwin™ connects employees with their benefits in over 86 countries and 
24 languages. By using the right combination of editions, Darwin™ provides a 
tailored solution to meet a variety of employee benefit and reward needs, including 
employee engagement, managing risk, controlling costs and streamlining benefits 
administration. Its ability to constantly evolve and cater for shifting workforce needs 
has made it the provider of choice for seven of the world’s top ten technology 
companies. 

Thomsons has received 105 industry awards, including the prestigious Brandon 
Hall Group gold award for Best Advance in Rewards and Recognition Technology 
in 2015. Mercer and Thomsons combine world class consulting and broking with 
innovative technology that is driving transformation in the way that benefits are 
designed, communicated and administered.

To find out more about Thomsons’ point of view, experience and services in any of the 
areas covered in the report please get in touch with this whitepaper's key contributor:  
matthew.gregson@thomsons.com

About Thomsons
Online Benefits 

Matthew Gregson 
SVP Data & Analytics
matthew.gregson@thomsons.com 

Matthew is a business leader responsible for 
driving global data and analytics strategy for 
Thomsons’ clients, partners and providers. 
Having worked at Thomsons for nearly 15 
years, Matthew leads Thomsons’ thought 
leadership and proposition development, 
bringing insights from around the business, 
technology and benefits worlds to the fore 
for clients. In addition to leading our thinking, 
Matthew still works closely with many clients 
to help realize the benefits of our leading 
approach for them.
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Communication and access provide the extra edge

If employees don’t know about what benefits are offered and can easily access them, 
it is impossible to deliver their true value. HR and reward professionals frequently 
talk about the challenge of promoting ‘unknown benefits’ - those benefits that they 
have invested in, but employees are simply not aware that they exist due to poor or 
infrequent communications. 

And it’s not just employers that feel the impact of communication gap. Employees 
rated communication as one of the biggest influences in whether their needs were met 
by their benefits offering, as shown in figures 15 and 16.  

Figure 15. Top 3 reasons employees say their needs are met

“I am happy with
the amount my
employer spends
on my benefits”

“I receive useful 
information about
my benefits”

“I can easily access 
my benefits”

2 3
1

“I don’t get enough
information about
the benefits”

“I don’t have a
good  variety of
benefits to 
choose from”

“I don’t get support
from my employer
in choosing the
right benefits”

32
1

Figure 16. Top 3 reasons employees say their needs aren’t met

 These illustrations show the reasons that employees said that their benefits did and didn't meet their needs. Getting 
useful information on benefits to aid selection and easy access to choose benefits came out on top. 



Project Name / My Boeing Benefits Gateway
Client / Boeing

Input: Solo Design + Identity + Artwork

Boeing were looking to update their employee benefits scheme globally as they were moving to a 
new system, liaising with Boeing directly, I put together a new brand to help raise the profile while 
sticking very closely to their meticulous brand guidelines.

This new brand was set up across their systems in 2018.



Project Name / PEN Art Edition
Client / Olympus UK

Input: Solo Design + Artwork

Olympus produced the “ultimate PEN kit” which included two 
cameras, several prime lenses and a one of a kind, hand painted 
Vespa scooter.

I worked very closely with professional Olympus user Jay 
McLaughlin on the project which included recreating some classic 
Olympus PEN ads using up to date retro styled cameras.



J A Y  M C L A U G H L I N

In Jay McLaughlin’s mind he’s always 
been a photographer, but it took a major 
career setback before he realised his true 
vocation. “I’ve always been a visually 
driven and creative person,” he says.

“Being an artist of some 
description was 
the obvious career 
choice, but it never 
occurred to me to be a 
photographer.”

Although going on to study graphic 
design at Art College, Jay retained his 
keen interest in photography and his 
design portfolio had a strong bias in this 
direction. However, it wasn’t until he was 
made redundant in 2006 that he suddenly 
found himself in a position where he had 
an opportunity to consider a change of 
direction. The penny dropped: “I went 
out and bought myself a DSLR,” he says. 
“From that point on, I knew who I was.” 
It took Jay around six months to get a 
commission to shoot his first magazine 
cover, and within a year he was shooting 
for national magazines. Starting out with a 
10 megapixel 35mm-style digital camera 
he has shot in a variety of formats, but has 
found a deep love for the Olympus OM-D, 
with it’s compact size and vintage feel.
Jay is currently splitting his work between 
fashion and celebrity editorial alongside 
commercial and advertising projects.

www.jaymclaughlin.co.uk

Project Name / PEN Art Edition
Client / Olympus UK

T H E 
O L Y M P U S

P E N 
H E R I T A G E

A  C U LT  C L A S S I C  D E L I C I O U S LY  R E- I M AG I N E D  F O R 
T H E  M O D E R N  E R A ,  T H E  O LY M P U S  P E N  I S  S O  C A L L E D 
B EC A U S E  I N  T H E  DAY S  P R I O R  TO  S M A R T P H O N E S  A N D 
TA B L E T S ,  E V E R YO N E  C A R R I E D  A  P E N .  A D D E D  TO  T H I S , 
T H E  O R I G I N A L  C A M E R A  I T S E L F  WA S  S O  L I G H T  A N D 
C O M PAC T  I T  WA S ,  W E L L  P E N - L I K E . . .

appeal was simple. It offered the superb photographic 
performance of its D-Zuiko lens, which, when combined 
with the camera’s portability and simple rear winding 
mechanism made the PEN very easy to use, whilst being 
capable of very high quality results.

The equally compact PEN EE quickly followed in 1961. 
The focus this time was on efficiency, as it offered fixed 
focus, a shutter speed of 1/60 sec, plus automatic 
exposure adjustment, the ethos again being that anyone 
could now take beautiful pictures.

Over the course of the half a century that has followed, 
the ‘PEN’ has become synonymous with Olympus and 
photography, writing its own distinctive place into the 
history of the brand as a photographic device you can 
take anywhere.

It all began in 1959 with the original PEN, one of 
the smallest cameras ever to utilise 35mm film. This 
breakthrough triggered the half frame camera boom 
of the 1960s and 1970s during which time the PEN 
was used by professionals as well as amateurs. The 



B O D Y  C A P  L E N S
15 MM 1:8.0

P O R T R A I T  L E N S
M.ZUIKO DIGITA 45 mm 1:1.8

R E P O R T A G E  L E N S 
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 12 mm 1:2.0

P R E M I U M  P O R T R A I T  L E N S
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 75 mm 1:1.8

S N A P S H O T  L E N S
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL 17 mm 1:1.8

S P O R T S  Z O O M 
M.ZUIKO DIGITAL ED 75 – 300 mm 1:4.8 – 6.7

P E N  E - P 5 ( W H I T E )
Featuring Suzko’s artwork

P E N  E - P 5  ( W H I T E )

O L Y M P U S  A R T  E D I T I O N
K I T  C O N T E N T S

V F - 4  E L E C T R O N I C  V I E W F I N D E R
Detachable electronic viewfinder

2  X  P E N  S T R E E T  C A S E  L 
Sporty retro style case

2  X  C S S - S 1 0 9  L
White leather strap

Place Any Other Full
System Camera Over

This Lifesize Hand

Make This
COMPARISON

TEST

OLYMPUS ‘PEN’ is Half the Size, Half the Weight!
It’s so compact you’ll pocket your PEN, have it ready wherever you are! Fully automatic, you simply aim and shoot 
perfectly exposed, pin-point-sharp colour or black & white. World-famed Olympus lenses and quality engineering 
make the PEN the choice of some of the world’s top photographers.
See your local photographic dealer for a demonstration or visit www.olympus.co.uk/pen. 

…Compare It With 
The Compactness of 
This “Tiny Miracle”!

The new OLYMPUS PEN marks a brand new standard for high imaging quality.
Since 1959, Olympus PEN has been setting standards in design and technology to meet the highest demands. 
Now, in the 21st century, Oympus PEN is continuing its success with perfect image quality performed by high 
technology in an adorable retro design. The distinctive shape and the finish of the metallic front section are just 
some of the pen’s design hallmarks which are inspired by the now legendary PEN-F from 1963.

Project Name / PEN Art Edition
Client / Olympus UK



Project Name / Selected Print Adverts
Client / Olympus UK

Input: Solo Design + Artwork

Selected specialist press adverts for Olympus to promote 
special offers and specific products.

STYLUS XZ -10

HELLO CREATIVITY

HELLO £30 CASHBACK

The Olympus
STYLUS XZ -10
Capture high-quality still images and HD videos in 
virtually any shooting environment thanks to its fast, 
super-bright, Olympus iZuiko F1.8 lens and unleash 
your creative side with the amazing all new Photo 
Story Mode.

Now with £30 Cashback, there‘s never been a 
better time to fi nd out just how much we have 
packed inside the smallest X series camera to date.

Offer valid from 15/07/13 until 30/09/13. Cashback via redemption. Terms and conditions apply.
Pickup a leafl et in-store or visit www.olympus.co.uk/promotions for further details.

Visit www.olympus.co.uk for more information. 

THE NEW OLYMPUS PEN GENERATION.
RAISE YOUR EXPECTATIONS.

The Spiral Piano by Steve Gosling. Taken on the award winning Olympus PEN.
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LIGHTS, 
CAMERA, 
ACTION!

OM-D & PEN Compact System Cameras. Visit www.olympus.co.uk for more information. 

Camera: Olympus OM-D
Photographer: Damian McGillicuddy 
Come to the Olympus stand to see Damian work his magic and get you hands on the OM-D.
Warning - we will be trying some entertaining shots and it could get messy.



Project Name / bpinews.co.uk
Client / British Photographic Industry News

Input: Solo Design + Build

WordPress website designed and built for British 
Photographic Industry Magazine.

This website serves as a portal of information for BPI 
News and also provides access to the archived electronic 
versions of the magazine.



Project Name / bpinews.co.uk
Client / British Photographic Industry News



Project Name / Selected Logos
Client / Joseph Giles, Legacy Media, BlackRock, DP World, ENVO Systems, RWDW

Input: Solo Design + Identity

Selected identities created for various companies.



Project Name / Selected Brand Examples
Client / LDN Architects

Input: Solo Design + Identity + Artwork

LDN Architects are an Edinburgh based architecture firm, 
best known for our award-winning approach to conservation 
complemented with creative design.

A selection of print work produced for LDN Architects including 
branding, stationary, booklets, postcards and billboards.



Project Name / 
Selected Brand Examples
Client / LDN Architects



Bread Street 
Office Conversion
LDN Architects have carried out a renovation of 57-59 Bread Street 
in Edinburgh to form new offices for Buro Happold Engineering.   
This  two storey brick structure has been in use since the 1920’s as 
a storage building.

The client insisted that the building had to perform to the highest 
environmental standards.  Renewable energy generation was ruled 
out at an early stage due to the building’s shaded and sheltered 
location.  For this reason the existing fabric had to be upgraded to 
perform as well as a modern new build development.  The walls and 
ceiling were lined internally with woodfibre insulation to achieve a 
U Value of 0.15WmK.  Air tightness membranes were introduced 
to ensure that heat was not lost through joints and penetrations 
through the external walls.  High performance timber framed 
aluminium clad windows were specified to allow for long periods 
between maintenance.

The design intent for the interior was to create a light open plan 
office inspired by the industrial character of the existing space.  Plant 
room, Server room, WCs and Meeting Rooms have been placed at 
the rear of the plan to place users in the best spaces of the office 
with direct access to light and natural ventilation. An existing large 
rooflight opening has been reglazed to provide adequate high level 
ventilation and ensure that natural light and fresh air circulates deep 
into the plan.  

Suspended grid ceilings and raised floors to artificially light and 
service large office plates have been avoided.  A low temperature 
wet underfloor heating system has been installed to heat the space 
in the most efficient way possible.  The power-floated concrete 
slab was sealed has been left exposed as a durable floor finish 
with IT and power distributed throughout the open plan space 
by galvanised steel skirting trunking.  This services long benches 
which provide adaptable workstations or informal meeting spaces. 
Ambient lighting had to be spread evenly throughout the space and 
the ceiling surface had to provide acoustic attenuation to reduce 
the reverberation of noise within the open plan office environment.  
The open slatted untreated Douglas Fir ceiling conceals 50mm of 
sheepswool to provide acoustic absorption whilst adding warmth to 
the palette of materials.  Both the untreated wood and sheepswool  
have good hydroscopic qualities and this helps to naturally regulate 
the humidity of the space.  The space is artificially lit using low 
energy fittings linked to an adaptable lighting management system 
to reduce energy consumed through lighting the space in the winter 
months.

Buro Happold took occupation of the office space in early April 2009 
with LDN Architects moving in as a tenant.  The space has been 
well received by both the users of the building as well as visiting 
consultants and clients. It demonstrates that adapting existing 
buildings for office use can produce a solution that performs as 
well, if not better, than most bespoke speculative new build office 
developments.

LDN Architects
McArthur’s Store
McArthur’s Store is believed to be the oldest industrial building in 
Scotland which has been in continuous use since it was first built.  
Since 1658, the stone structure has been enlarged and adapted to 
serve Dunbar’s maritime trade and it has survived in a remarkably 
intact state.

For as long as living memory, McArthur’s Store has been a base for 
the local fishing fleet.  Fishermen have stored and mended their 
creels and nets here for decades.  By the late 1990s the building 
was becoming so derelict that they could not continue in safety.  
Recognising that the refurbishment of the building was going to be 
vital to the continuation of the small fishing fleet at Dunbar, in 2001, 
East Lothian Council and Historic Scotland committed funds for the 
project.  The Dunbar Harbour Trust then set about determining how 
the building could be converted to provide modern workshops and 
stores for the fisherman and a base for the Trust itself.

The restored building now provides a wam and dry environment for 
the fishermen whilst retaining the character of this remarkable early 
industrial building.  Asbestos sheeting was removed from the roof to 
allow the reinstatement of slates on the retained roof rafters, which 
were repaired and strengthened, floors were strengthened and a 
safe fire escape route introduced.  Decayed stones were replaced 
and the walls were re-rendered and re-painted.  New external doors 
and windows have been made following the patterns of the few 
surviving pieces found in the building and, where possible, doors 
and been re-used and repaired.  The deep red paint colour used on 
the external joinery and metal work is based on surviving traces of 
red paint found on window frames. 

Internally, the building has been configured to provide eleven 
separate tenancies with heating, lighting and workbenches.  On 
the ground floor, two rooms on the north side provide an office 
and a meeting room for the Dunbar Harbour Trust, which are 
fully accessible with internal and external ramps negotiating the 
undulating quayside.  The rooms provide a new community facility 
that will ensure McArthur’s Store continues to be an asset rather 
than the liability it had become.

This building was officially opened by local born artist John Bellany 
in May 2005.

LDN Architects
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Project Name / ldn.co.uk
Client / LDN Architects

Input: Solo Design + Build

Website for Edinburgh based firm LDN Architects.

The project involved consultation with the practice partners from 
initial concepts through to final design and build.



Project Name / ldn.co.uk
Client / LDN Architects



Project Name / Cashback Advert and Form
Client / Kodak PixPro

Input: Solo Design + Artwork

Specialist press advert and form designed for Kodak to promote and facilitate their 
cashback promotion for the SP360 Action Cam.
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